
Southland Season One This hard-hitting drama follows the trials and 
triumphs of a group of dedicated Los Angeles cops, including tough veteran 
John Cooper (Michael Cudlitz), who begins this show's �rst season training 
rookie patrolman Ben Sherman (Benjamin McKenzie). Other characters 
sworn to serve and protect include Detectives Russell Clarke (Tom Everett 
Scott) and Lydia Adams (Regina King), single-mom patrol o�cer Chickie 
Brown (Arija Bareikis) and more. Warner
I Hope They Serve Beer In Hell Based on the best-selling book by Tucker 
Max, this comedy follows the gleefully boozy antics of the author played by 
Matt Czuchry whose outrageous behavior at a friend's bachelor party 
jeopardizes the impending nuptials. Now, Tucker must �nd a way to make 
amends to his pal and get himself reinvited to the wedding. Traci Lords, 
Jesse Bradford and Keri Lynn Pratt co-star in this ribald tale from director Bob 
Gosse. Fox
A Serious Man Larry Gopnik (Golden Globe nominee Michael Stuhlbarg) has 
hit a "rough patch," according to a colleague, and it would seem so: people 
are dropping dead all around him, his wife (Sari Lennick) wants a "get" and 
his whining kids (Aaron Wol� and Jessica McManus) only add to the heavy 
load. Larry is just looking for some help. Can a few rabbis guide him to life's 
answers? Richard Kind co-stars in Joel Coen and Ethan Coen's 1960s-set, dark 
Jewish-culture send-up. Sony
The Stepfather Mom's (Sela Ward) new boyfriend, David (Dylan Walsh), isn't 
quite right and Michael knows it. A series of mysterious events leads the 
teen to suspect that David might in fact be a dangerous serial killer known 
for preying on families. Now, all he needs to do is gather evidence before it's 
too late. Nelson McCormick directs this spine-tingling remake of the 1987 
thriller based on the real-life story of killer John Emil List. Sony
WWII in HD The History Channel presents this epic documentary that 
chronicles the deeply personal stories of soldiers, sailors, journalists, nurses 
and others who served in the front lines of the European and Paci�c theaters 
of World War II. Weaving hours of rare, pristinely restored color footage with 
diaries, interviews and other �rst-hand accounts, this series recounts the 
global sweep of the war as experienced by those who were there. A&E 
Ice Road Truckers Season 3 The third season of this gripping reality show 
follows a group of daring truckers as they navigate their 18-wheelers along 
treacherous frozen waterways to deliver a year's worth of supplies to oil rigs 
on Alaska's remote North Slope. Hugh Rowland and other determined 
drivers push their semis and themselves to the limits of endurance as they 
confront surprise blizzards, ultracold temperatures and other deadly 
dangers. A&E
The Kennedy Assassination 24 Hours After Go behind the scenes of history 
and experience the signi�cant moments that occurred in the 24 hour period 
after John F. Kennedy's assassination with this gripping documentary from 
the History Channel. Information from previously unreleased transcripts 
sheds light on some surprising details, including new facts about when JFK 
really died and the reality concerning the photo of Lyndon B. Johnson taking 
the oath of o�ce on Air Force One. A&E
Speed Dating Depressed in the wake of a bad breakup, James Van Der 
Bexton (Hugh O'Conor) dives into the local speed-dating scene without 
much success. But when he turns his attentions to the lovely and mysterious 
Victoria (Olga Wehrly), danger and a surprise bout of amnesia ensue. The 
charming Irish comedy, which features a hip and eclectic soundtrack, also 
stars Emma Choy as a lovestruck nurse and Don Wycherley as a skeptical 
detective. MTI
Big Love: Third Season After a tumultuous year that saw the Hendrickson 
family exposed as polygamists -- and Roman (Harry Dean Stanton) exposed 
as the snitch Bill (Bill Paxton) and his trio of wives (Jeanne Tripplehorn, Chloë 
Sevigny and Ginnifer Goodwin) have regrouped for a third season of this 
Best Drama Emmy nominee. Roman has been arrested; his son (Matt Ross) 
has stepped in to �ll his shoes; and Barb has joined the board of the family 
business. HBO
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